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The Political Background Of 

The Mirzai Movement 

There are many precedents in the history of the world of some egocentric individuals ensnaring gullible God-

worshipping folks into their own net, making religion an instrument of satisfying their selfish end, a 

commodity for acquisition of worldly gain (religion that is fundamentally based on sincerity and godliness) 

giving rise to suspicion and impudence against Holy Souls of Prophets and Messengers of Allah. Although it is 

difficult for simple souls to distinguish between good and evil, sincere and selfish, it is the duty of discerning 

people to use their intelligence and discretion and to estimate accurately the sayings and doings of any 

individual group or sect before forming a final opinion about it.  

The deceased Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian was a certain individual born in a village in 1839/40 at Qadian 

in the district of Gurdaspur, Punjab, India. He has related his own story in his own words, oral as well as 

written, the summary of which is given below:  

That although his grandfather and great-grandfather were men of means and landlords in the beginning, their 

financial position was ultimately very much weakened and he was compelled to seek employment under the 

British Government in a Court of Law in the humble capacity of a clerk on a monthly salary of Rs. 15/- only. 

Then, with a view to improving his lot in life, he appeared at a Law Examination but failed in it.   

Ultimately he assumed the role of a religious Leader of Islam. At first he began to work as an ordinary 

preacher. He collected a good little sum by way of capital as advance subscription for the promise of 

publishing a book called “Buaheen-i-Ahmedia” in contradiction of Christianity. 

Thereafter by peculiar methods he increased his circle of his own believers, adopting newer and newer 

methods of 'collecting money, and bid goodbye to the position of poverty and indigence, and claimed himself 

to be, at first a Reformer of Islam, then Mehdi, then Promised Messiah, then a Reflection and Manifestation of 

the Prophet, and ultimately a full-fledged Prophet. He amassed a huge fortune, dressed himself in gaudy and 

costly attire, fed himself on sumptuous food and invigorated himself with costliest drugs and tonics and 

passed his days in ease and affluence.  

In the year 1908 he fell a victim to the deadly disease of Cholera, leaving behind him a party of followers and 

immense capital by way of legacy, which has been inherited by his son, Mirza Bashir Mahmood, in his capacity 

as the second Caliph today.  

(Extracted from Seeratul Mehdi, composed by Mirza Bashir Ahmad, son of Nirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian.)   

Much has been spoken and written for and against the above personality, but in this short dissertation we 

want to throw some light on the solitary question whether Mirza Ghulam Ahmad was of class of Prophets and 

Messengers and Saints who lived and worked for God alone and was an evangelist of that Divine Government 

which is based on the Holy Quran and Prophet's Traditions, or was a propagandist of some other government 

which has been based on laws emanating from other than the Divine Source of Allah and was thus an 

illustrious example of that other class which assumed the cloak of religion to satisfy their selfish ends and 

fulfil their worldly desires.  

Without expressing an opinion of our own on this subject, we deem it proper to put forth the utterances of 

Mirza Ghulam Ahmad himself and to submit extracts from his own books and announcements since they are 

sufficient to throw complete light on this question, and leave the decision to the readers themselves.  



 

Dr. Sir Iqbal has, in his thesis "Islam and Ahmadism", given an erudite indication of this matter. This little 

dissertation can presumed to be a short commentary of the same. Sir Iqbal says: 

"Russia tolerated the Babi religion and allowed the Babis to found their propaganda centre at Ishqabad. 

England showed the same tolerance to the Ahmadis (Mirzais) and allowed them to found their first propaganda 

centre at Woking." 

The fact of the matter is that not only did England tolerate it, not only did England permit it, but she 

supported it and encouraged it in every possible manner. Nay, if the writings of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad are 

reviewed and a true estimate of happenings is made, it would become crystal clear that the success of the 

Mirzai propaganda was entirely due to the support and encouragement of the then British Government 

because British interests were allied with it.  

In order to reach the bottom of this reality, it is necessary, as a preliminary, to understand the background in 

which it became possible for Mirza Ghulam Ahmad to advance his claims and to achieve success in his 

mission.  

The Muslims of India, after leading a life of governance, glory and honour for an approximate period of 700 

years, were beset with a variety of calamities and catastrophies owing to their indifference, inaction and 

ignorance:  

1. Internal dissensions and disunion led to internecine quarrels and they became extremely debilitated.  

2. Due to the aggression of their age-old enemies, the infidels, Muslim blood flowed in profusion at the 

hands of the Maharattas and the Sikhs.  

3. European Imperialists took undue advantage of this and extended their Imperialist tentacles. They 

knew that the Muslims were endowed with a spirit of revenge, sacrifice and martyrdom and possessed of a 

passion for defence of their religion in the fullest degree.  

It was necessary, therefore, to: - 

1. Break their collective strength and disorganise them.  

2. Crush their sense of self-respect and their spirit of sacrifice and martyrdom.  

3. Cultivate a spirit of devotion to and expectations from the Imperialist Powers.   

4. Entirely expunge the spirit of Jehad, that is, readiness to sacrifice and gamble away their lives in 

defence of religion and community.  

In view of the above, the chess players of Western Imperialism prepared a few peculiar pawns for the political 

board, the choicest of which were those that entered the field under the cloak of religion and exponents of its 

technicalities.  
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Students of the psychology of Muslims knew, and know it well, that however weakened a Muslim be, and 

howsoever ensnared he may be in worldly vices, religion makes his self-respect throb with life and he 

becomes prepared to gamble away his life for the preservation of his religion and community like a maniac.  

It was in the name of religion alone that the Revolutionary Movement of 1857 was engendered. It was in the 

name of religion again that Syed Ahmed Saheb of Bareilly attempted to muster forces on the border of India.  

Based on these events, there was a fear lurking in the mind of the British Government that the Muslim spirit 

of Jehad would one day play its part and would interfere with Imperial consolidation in India. So, on the one 

hand, the British tried to appease the Muslims with a label of religious liberty and, on the other hand, sought 

ways and means to start a nucleus which, armed with an imaginary inspiration and revelation, would dare 

not only to claim equality with the inspiration and revelation of the Last Prophet, but would go to the length 

of repealing the same and would make it unlawful and irreligious to draw the sword against the British 

Government after making obedience to the Government a part and parcel of religion based on his own 

imaginary Revelation, so that the spirit of Jehad may be eliminated from the-Muslims of India and the chains 

of British slavery may be forged all the stronger.  

The words of the late Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian are the best commentary on the extent and measure of 

his illustrious services to the Imperialists of India.  

In short, while Mirza Ghulam Ahmad was in need of support and assistance from the State, Kingdom and 

Government for acquisition of wealth and worldly prestige, the Government was in need of some worker and 

agent who should be able to render signal service as its advocate behind the veil of religion. In this plight of 

misery and helplessness when the might of Islam had been broken, not only in India but in other countries as 

well, when the seat of Islamic Caliphate, the Turkish Government, had received a deadly blow, Muslims of 

India were anticipating, in the light of several Islamic Traditions, that the time was ripe for the advent of 

Imam Mehdi (On Whom Be Peace of Allah) and for the re-appearance of Jesus, Son of Mary, to assist him.  

This was a golden opportunity for Mirza Ghulam Ahmad to enter the field under the protection and patronage 

of the British Government. Therefore:  

1. Mirza Ghulam Ahmad at first claimed to be a Reformer of Islam. (1)  

2. Then he claimed that he was a Prototype of Messiah (2) and subsequently promised Messiah himself. 
(3)  

3. Thereafter, he claimed that he was receiving Divine Revelation and Inspiration directly and asserted 

his own Prophethood and God's Messengership with impunity.  

Says he: "True it is that God has sent His Prophet to Qadian.” (4) 

1) Ishtehare Mirza – Pronouncement of Mirza. 20 Shaban 1314 A.H. 

2) Izalatul Awham – Removal of Doubts. Page 199 

3) Kashtee-e-Nuh – Noah’s Ark. Page 48 

4) Dafeul Bala – Remover of Calamity. Pages 10-11 

 



 

TRUE IT IS THAT GOD HAS SENT HIS PROPHET TO QADIAN 

“What I hear in the Revelation from God 

By God I consider it free from fault 

Free from impurity I consider it 

Like the Quran itself—this is my Faith 

By God, this is the Glorious Word 

From the mouth of God Himself, the Pure, the One." (1) 

WITH these claims, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad carried out his special mission and invited people, in the words of 

presumed Revelation, to believe: 

(1) Now it has been made unlawful to fight for religion with the sword.  

(2) Obedience and Loyalty to the British Government is part and parcel of the presumed Faith of Mirza 

Ghulam Ahmad.  

Here are extracts from his own writings:  

ILLEGALITY OF JEHAD IN THE SHARIAT OF MIRZA GHULAM AHMAD 

“GOD went on reducing the severity of Jehad, or Religious Warfare, by degrees. There was such a severity in 

the time of Prophet Moses that even conversion could not save you from execution and even milk-fed babies 

were put to the sword. Then in the time of our Prophet (May Peace of God be upon him), it was made 

unlawful to kill babies, and then some communities were allowed to escape on payment of a Poll Tax, and in 

the time of Promised Messiah, Jehad was totally forbidden.”  

(Arbain No. 40, Page 15, Marginal Note. Written by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian.)  

"From today human Jehad which was carried on with the sword has been prohibited with the Orders of God. 

Henceforward any person who raises his sword against an infidel and calls himself Ghazi is committing 

disobedience towards that Kind Prophet (S.A.W.S.) who said thirteen hundred years ago: "On the advent of 

the Promised Messiah, Jehad with the sword will be finished. So now, after my appearance, there is no Jehad 

with the sword. The white flag of peace and tranquility has been hoisted by me."(Page 47)  

Now give up all thoughts of Jehad, O Friends, 

Killing and warfare for Religion is illegal now! 

Now has come Messiah who is the Leader of Faith,  

All Religious Wars are now at an end! 

Now the Light of God descends from Heaven, 

Now all edicts for Religious War and Jehad are useless. 

He is an enemy of God who makes Jehad now,  

And disloyal to Prophet is he who harbours such belief! 

(Promulgation of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, written in Tableeghe Risalat, Vol. 9, edited by Mir Qasim Ali of Qadian, Page 49.)  

(1) Durre Sameen – Unique Pearl. Page 287 

 

 



 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE SLAVERY OF THE BRITISH  

1)  “Whereas I, whose name is Ghulam Ahmad and father's name is Mirza Ghulam Murtaza, an inhabitant 

of Qadian, District Gurdaspur, Punjab, am the Leader of a famous Sect which abounds in most parts of Punjab, 

and my followers are to be found in many provinces of India and Hyderabad and Bombay and Madras and in 

the countries of Arabia and Syria and in Bokhara.  

“Therefore, I consider it prudent that I should write this short brochure with the object that the high officers 

of this benevolent Government may become familiar with my ideas and the ideas of my community.” 

(Commencement of "Kashful Ghita" written by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian.)  

2)  “First of all, I want to inform them that I belong to a family about which the Government has for a 

long time admitted that it is a first-class well-wisher of the Paramount British Power.  

… From all these writings it is conclusively proved that my father and the family have been loyal to the 

Sovereign English Government from the bottom of their hearts and the honoured Officers of the British 

Government have confessed that this family is a well-wisher of the Government in the highest degree.  

'That is the reason why my father, my brother and myself have been engaged, out of the fulness of our hearts 

in the task of making known the benefits and obligations of this Government to the people at large and 

impress upon their hearts the desirability and duty of being obedient to the Government."  

[Petition to His Excellency The Lieutenant Governor (May his fortune  be eternal) from humble Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian. dated 

24th February, 1898. recorded in Tableeghe Risalat, Vol. VI I. Pp. 8, 9. 11, edited by Mir Qasim Ali of Qadian.]  

3)  “I come from a family that is a staunch well-wisher of this Government. My father, Mirza Ghulam 

Murtaza, was a loyal and well-wisher person in the eyes of the Government, who was given a Chair in the 

Governor's Durbar and who has been mentioned in the 'History of Chiefs of Punjab' by Mister Griffn, and in 

1857 had helped the British Government more than his capacity: that is to say, right in the nick of time, he 

had provided 50 horse-men and horses at the time of Mutiny.  

"In recognition of these services he received several letters of appreciation. I regret that most of them have 

been lost, but three of them that have been published long ago, are copied out in the margin hereto.  

"After the demise of my father, my elder brother, Mirza Ghulam Qadir, was engaged in the service of the 

Government and when at Tammun Pass, the Mutineers came into conflict with the British Government, he 

fought on the side of the Government."   

(Kitabul Bariyya Ishtehar, dated 20th September, 1897, Page 3. written by Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian.) 

4)  “In short, my father was always hopeful of mercies of the English Government and continued to 

render services as the need arose, so much so, that the English Government honoured him with notes of 

appreciation and remembered him specially with their gifts and bounties and sympathised with him and 

favoured him and considered him among their well-wishers and sincere supporters.  

"When my father expired, my brother succeeded him in these qualities, and his name was Mirza Ghulam 

Qadir, and the favours of the English Government were likewise showered on him just as on my father.  

"A few years after the death of my t father, my brother also expired and after the decease of these both, I 

stepped into their shoes and followed them in their characteristics.  



 

"But I was not possessed of wealth or property… Therefore I rose to serve the Government with my hand and 

my pen, and God was assisting me, and I made a compact with God from that time that I would never write a 

single volume which does not contain a description of the obligations of the Queen Empress of India. Nay, the 

volume must contain a narration of all the obligations done to the Muslims of India for which the Muslims of 

India have to be grateful to her.” 

("Nurul Haque", Part 1, Page 28, written by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian.)   

5)  “I was a recluse whose life was not worldly, nor was I possessed of the means of worldly pleasures. 

Nevertheless, for full sixteen years I made it incumbent upon myself that I shall call my community to be well-

wishers of the Government and induce them to be sincerely obedient to it.  

For the achievement of this object of mine I made it a practice to repeat in every writing of mine (Vide for 

example Buraheene Ahmadiyya, Shahadatul Quran, Surmae Chashme Arya, Ainae Kamalate Islam, Hamamtul 

Bushra, Nurul Haq, etc.) that Jehad against this Government is not at all permissible to the Muslims.”   

(Statement worthy of the attention of the Government which was published for the perusal of Queen Empress of India, His Excellency 

Governor General of India and His Excellency Lieutenant Governor of Punjab and other High Officials from the humble Ghulam Ahmad of 

Qadian, dated 10th December, 1894. recorded in Tableeghe Risalat, Vol. 111, Page 193, edited by Qasim Ali of Qadian.)   

6)  “The second matter to be submitted is this, that from the earliest age till now—and I am sixty years 

old now—have been engaged with my tongue and pen in this important task that I should turn the hearts of 

the Muslims of India towards true love, well-wishes and sympathy towards the English Government and 

remove from the minds of some senseless ones all ideas of Jehad, etc., which stop them from sincerity of heart 

and honesty of relations … and I notice that a tremendous impression has been made on the minds of the 

Muslims owing to my writings and hundreds of thousands of persons have been converted to a changed 

attitude.”   

(Petition to His Excellency Lieutenant Governor (May his fortune be eternal) from the humble Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, dated 

24th February, 1898, recorded in Tableeghe Risalat, Vol. VII, edited by Mir Qasim Ali of Qadian.) 

7)  “The major portion of my life has passed in support of this English Government and I have written so 

many books on the Prohibition of Jehad and Obedience to the English and have issued pamphlets that, if they 

were gathered together, no less than fifty shelves could be furnished with them. I have sent such books to all 

the countries like Arabia, Egypt, Syria, Kabul and Turkey.  

"I have always endeavoured that Muslims should become true well-wishers of this Government and the 

baseless traditions about Bloody Mahdi and Bloody Messiah which animate and inflame the hearts of fools 

may be obliterated from their minds."  

("Tiryaqual Qulub", Page 15, written by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian.)  

8)  “I have composed scores of books in Arabic, Persian and Urdu, with the object to show that Jehad 

against this Government is not permissible at all.”  

(Petition to the august presence of the English Government from Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, recorded in Tableeghe Risalat, Vol. VI, 

Page 65, edited by Mir Qasim Ali of Qadian.)  

9)  “Once again I ask: Is there among my Muslim opponents a single precedent of the work I have done 

and the services I have rendered for the long period of full seventeen years of supporting the Government and 

maintaining peace and prevention of ideas of Jehad with supreme enthusiasm and incessant steadiness? 

There is no parallel!”  



 

(KitabuJ Bariyya Proclamation. dated 20th September, 1897, Page 7. written by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian.)   

10)  “I tell you the plain truth that to wish evil to a benefactor is the work of a bastard and a wicked 

fellow. Therefore my religion which I have made public repeatedly is this, that Islam is divided into two parts: 

one, that you should obey Allah, and, second, that you should obey the Government that established peace, 

that gave you protection under its shelter from the hands of persecutors, and such a Government is the 

British Government. . . So if we rebel against the British Government it would be as if we rebelling against God 

and the Prophet.” 

(Irshade, from Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, recorded in the pamphlet entitled "'Worthy of Government's Attention", Pages 3 and 4, 

written by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad himself.)  

11)  ''In the Temporal Government also, God has wished that in one nation there should be one leader and 

cursed are those that relish dissention and do not obey one leader, although God the Glorious ordains: 'Obey 

God, Obey Prophet and Those in Authority among you.' By the words, 'those in authority among you', is meant 

the King on the physical plane and the Imam of the time on the Spiritual plane.  

''And in the physical sense that person who is not opposed to our (that is, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian) 

intentions and we can derive religious benefit from him, is one of us. Therefore my advice to my own 

community is this only, that they should include the Government of the British in the connotation of those in 

authority and should be loyal to it from the sincerity of their hearts.” 

(Zururatul Imam, Page 23, written by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian.)  

12) “He sent me and I thank Him that He placed me under the merciful protection of such a Government 

that under its shadow I am able to do my work of advice and preaching with the greatest freedom. Although it 

is incumbent on every one of its subjects to be grateful, yet I consider that it is most obligatory upon me.  

"These lofty ideals of mine that are being implemented under the protection of the Government of the Queen 

Empress could not possibly have been implemented under the protection of any other Government, even if it 

had been a Muslim Government.” 

(“Tohfae Qaisaria", Page 27, written by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian.)  

13)  “And these books I have composed in different languages, that  is, Urdu, Persian and Arabic, and have 

broadcast them in all countries, so much so, that I published them in the two Sacred Cities of Islam, viz., Mecca 

and Medina, and so far as it was possible, publicised them in Constantinople, the Capital of Turkey, and cities 

of Syria and Egypt, and in Kabul and Afghanistan, the result of which was, that hundreds of thousands of 

persons abandoned those dirty notions of Jehad, which had been ingrained into them by the teachings of 

ignorant Mullas. 

“This is such a service rendered by me that I am proud to say not a single one from among the whole 

population of the Muslins of British India can present a precedent thereof.”  

("Sitara Qaiseriah", written by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad.)  

14)  “These have been on the recorded in that pamphlet of mine which was published on the 12th of 

January, 1889, and was circulated among my disciples and the title of which is Tableeghe Mae Shariat e Baiat, 

one copy of which was, at that time, sent to the Government also.  

"On reading these instructions and also other instructions that from time to time have been published to my 

followers the Government will come to know that this community is drilled into peace loving principles and 



 

how repeatedly have they been told that they should remain sincere well-wishers and obedient to the British 

Government.” 

(Petition to Huzur Nawab, Lieutenant Governor Bahadur (May his fortune be eternal) from humble Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, 

dated 24th February, 1898, recorded in Tableeghe Risalat, Vol. VIl, Page 16. edited by Mir Qasim Ali of Qadian.) 

15)  “I am a well-wisher of the English Government with ray heart and soul, and I am a peace-loving 

person. My principle is loyalty to the Government and sympathy with God's creatures and this is the self-same 

principle that is included in the discipleship of my followers. Accordingly the pamphlet laying down the 

conditions of Baiat, that is always distributed among the disciples, has an explanation of the same things in its 

Clause 4.” 

(Supplement to Kitabul Bariya, composed by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian.)  

16)  “Concerning the Rights of Men, nothing is a matter of greater sinfulness, wickedness and atrocity and 

dirtiness than that a person who passes his life in peace and comfort under a Government and can make 

successful endeavours in the accomplishment of his worldly and religious objects, be an evil-wisher and evil- 

thinker of the very Government, nay, he cannot be thankful to God Almighty unless and until he becomes 

thankful to such a Government.  

"Again, the second advantage that this Government derives from the progress of this blissful community is 

that their practical methods are conducive to prevention of crime. Please pause and consider!"  

(“Izalae Awham", Page 849 Margin, written by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian.)  

17) “Intensely ignorant, intensely stupid and intensely unworthy is that Muslim who harbours malice 

against this Government. If we do not thank this Government, then we are not grateful to God Almighty, 

because the comforts we have derived and are deriving under this Government, we cannot possibly derive 

under any other Islamic Government. No. Never!” 

(“Izalae Awham”, Page 509, written by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian.)  

18) “For the last twenty-two years I have made it a self-imposed duty that I should certainly be sending 

to Islamic countries such books that contain teachings in opposition to Jehad. That is why my Arabic books 

have become popular in Arabia also.” 

(Writing of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian. dated 18th November, 1901, recorded in Tableeghe Risalat, Vol. 10, Page 26.)  

19) “We have received such benefits from the advent of this Government that it is impossible to find a 

parallel of it even in the annals of achievements of the Sultan of Turkey.”  

(Proclamation of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, written in Tableeghe Risalat, Vol. Vlll. Page 5.)  

20) “Nay, the obligations of this Government upon us are such that if we were to migrate from here, we 

cannot possibly live at Mecca nor at Constantinople. Then how is it possible that we can harbour a single 

thought against the British Government in our minds?” 

(Order of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, written in Malfoozate Ahmadiyya, Vol. 1, Page 46.)  

21) “This is why He (God) ordains in this Revelation that 'In the existence and glory of this Government is 

reflected your existence and your prayers and its successes are due to you because wherever your face turns, 

the face of God turns!'” 

(Proclamation of Mirza CC Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, dated 22nd March, 1897, written in Tableeghe Risalat", Vol. VI, Page 69.)  



 

22) “Many a time an idea crops up in our mind that the Government for which we published numerous 

books in contradiction of Jehad and propagation of its loyalty with the intention of obedience and service to It 

and earned the title of 'Kafir', etc., the selfsame Government does not even know what services we have been 

rendering to it!  

I emphatically advise that they should remember these instructions of mine which I have been trying to 

inculcate during my sixteen years of preachings and writings. That is to say, that they should completely obey 

this English Government because it is our benevolent Government.  

“Under its patronage our Sect of Ahmadiyyas has reached the number of hundreds of thousands within a few 

years (this is not correct according to the census—Editor) and it is due to the favour of this Government that 

we are safe from the paws of persecutors under its protection.” 

(Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian's Proclamation to his own community, dated 7th May, 1907, recorded in Tableeghe Risalat, Vol. X. Page 

122. edited by Mir Qasim Ali of Qadian.)  

23) Information: On page 241 of ‘Baraheene Ahmadiyya’ there is a prophesy with regard to the British 

Government, and it is as follows:- 

‘Wama kanallaho leyoazzebuhum wa anta feehim Ainama towalloo fasamma vajhullahe' (1) meaning:  

‘God is not such that He would send any injuries to this Government.’ 

(Petition to the august presence of the High British Government from Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, recorded in Tableeghe Risalat, Vol. 

VI, Margin Page 69, edited by Mir Qasim Ali of Qadian.)  

(1) These are the verses of the Holy Quran and it is worth seeing how Mirza Ghulam Ahmad interprets them. – Editor 

24)  “In the book 'Punjab Chiefs', that is, Biographies of the Lords of Punjab, which Sir Griffin commenced 

editing under the instructions of the Government of Punjab and subsequently Messrs. Massay and Creek 

respectively, completed and revised under orders from the Punjab Government, the following note has been 

recorded with regard to our family (p. 110): 'Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian was an author of Persian and 

Urdu books in which he pleaded a rejection of the doctrines of Jehad and it is believed that books had 

considerable influence on the Muslims.”  

(Seeratul Mehdi, Part I. Pp. 110-117, edited by Sahebzada Bashir Ahmad of Qadian, son of the late Mirza Ghulam Ahmad.)  

25)  The obligations of the British Government on us are great and we are passing our lives in great 

comfort and tranquility and accomplishing our object … and if we were to go to other countries for Tableegh 

(propaganda), there, too, the British Government renders us assistance.  

("Barkate Khilafat", Page 65, Mian Mahmood Ahmed of Qadian, the son and Caliph of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad.)  

26) “This is such a community that has been fed on the salt of the Government and has earned a good 

name and is worthy of the favours of the Government.”  

[Petition to H.E. Lieutenant Governor (May his fortune be eternal) from humble Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, dated 24th February, 

1890, recorded in Tableeghe Risalat, Vol. VII, edited by Mir Qasim Ali of Qadian.)  

27) “Honourable Officials of the Government have always borne witness through their letters based upon 

their firm opinions that we are age-old well-wishers of the English Government and servants thereof. They 

should deal with their self-sown plant with extreme care and protection and investigation and attention, 

should look upon me and my community with a special eye of favour and kindness.  



 

"Our family has not hesitated to shed its blood in the path of the English Government and will not hesitate 

even now. (1) Therefore it is our right that we should apply for full favours and special attention of the 

Government in view of our past services."  

(Petition to Lieutenant Governor (May his fortune be eternal) from humble Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, dated 24th February. 1898, 

recorded in Tableeghe Risalat, Vol. VII, edited by Mir Qasim Ali of Qadian.) 

(1) For the defence of the British Government is the duty of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad and his followers, but for the defence of Islam (Jehad) 

is forbidden.—Editor 

28)  “Be it remembered that this Sect out of the sects of Muslims of which God has appointed me as the 

Imam and Leader and Guide, has a distinguishing characteristic of its own and that is this, that it has no Jehad 

with the sword, nor does it expect it. On the contrary, this blessed Sect does not permit preaching of Jehad 

either openly or secretly.” 

(Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian’s Announcement recorded in Tableeghe Risalat Vol. IX, Page 82, edited by Mir Qasim Ali of Qadian.)  

29)  “Against this Jehad my learned followers and Molvis have very energetically taught thousands of 

persons and are still teaching it of which the effect has been remarkable.” 

(Petition to Lieutenant Governor (May of his fortune be eternal) from humble Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, dated 24th February, 1899, 

recorded in Tableeghe Risalat, Vol. VII, Margin Page 18, edited by Mir Qasim Ali of Qadian.) 

30)  “I have written hundreds of books against Jehad and sent them to Arabia, Egypt and cities of Syria 

and Afghanistan in support of the Government. Have you ever published such a book in any of these 

countries? Although I do not like to inform the Government of this service or ask for reward for it, I have 

expressed my own conviction as a matter of justice.”  

(Mirza Ghulam Ahmad's Announcement recorded in Tableeghe Risalat, Vol. IV, Margin Page 46.)  

31)  “So these are the English whom people call 'Kafir'. They who protect you from those bloodthirsty 

enemies and you are safe from the fear of being slaughtered by their swords. Just try living under any other 

Government and see how you are treated.  

“Listen! The English Government is a blessing for you and a shield for you from God. Therefore, you 

appreciate it from the bottom of your heart and the English are a thousand times better than the Muslims 

who are opposed to us.” 

(Necessary Instructions to My Own Community, Announcement from Mirza Ghularn Ahmad of Qadian, recorded in Tableeghe Risalat, Vol. 

X, Page 123, edited by Mir Qasim Ali of Qadian.)  

32)  “Whereas it is expedient that for the well-wishers to the English Government the names of such 

Muslims also be recorded in the Charts as look upon the British India as Darul Harb (Militant area) … 

therefore, this Chart has been drawn up the single object of preserving therein names of those ungrateful 

people who are endowed with such rebellious natures. Although owing to the good luck of the Government 

such people can be easily traced in British India whose innermost ideas are hostile to the Government.  

"Therefore, for the political sympathy of our benevolent Government, we have thought it proper on this 

blessed occasion that we should record as far as possible the names of such wicked people whose seditious 

intentions can be proved by their Beliefs. … But we respectfully request the Government that such Charts will 

remain with us as a national secret in any of its offices until such time.” 

(Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian’s Movement entitled “Worthy of Government's Attention”, recorded in Tableeghe Risalat, Vol. V, Page 

11, edited by Mir Qasim Ali of Qadian.)  



 

QADIANI DEPUTATIONS TO THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS  

33)  The Deputation from the Ahmadiyya community to welcome the Viceroy of India, Lord Reading, was 

presented at 11 a.m. on the 23rd of June, 1921, at the Vice-regal Lodge at Simla.  

Members of the Deputation were made to sit in their respective seats. Then the Viceroy entered and his 

Private Secretary, first of all, introduced Chowdhry Zafarullah Khan, Barrister of Lahore (at present Foreign 

Minister of Pakistan) in his capacity as the Secretary of the Deputation. Chowdhry introduced members of the 

Deputation one by one. The Viceroy shook hands with them all and took his seat.  

After this, Chowdhry Zafarullah Khan read out the Address in which the Viceroy was welcomed by the 

Ahmadiyya Sect and mention was made of Hazrat Masih Mavood (Promised Messiah i.e. Mirza Ghulam 

Ahmad) and his family and his teachings. Also there was a brief reference to the services rendered by the 

Community for establishment of peace.  

Thereafter there was mention of the present condition of India and unrest. 

(Akhbar Al Fazl Qadian, Vol. 8, Page 99, dated 27th June, 1921 A.D.) 

34) “When he put forth his claim, the whole Islamic world was reverberating with ideas of Jehad and the 

condition of the Islamic world was such that, like a cask of petrol, it needed a single matchstick to set it 

aflame, but the founder of the Ahmadiyya Community started such a powerful movement in rejection of this 

idea, proving it to be meaningless, un-Islamic and opposed to peace, that not many years passed before the 

Government was to confess in its mind that the Ahmadiyya Community which it previously looked upon as a 

source of danger to peace was an instrument of extraordinary support for the Government.  

(Qadiani Community's Address to His Excellency Lord Reading, Viceroy of India, recorded in Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, Vol. 9, Number 1, 

dated 4th July, 1921.)  

35) When there was a war with Kabul, then also, our community (Ahmadiyya) rendered assistance 

beyond its capacity and above rendering services of different natures, presented a Double Company, the 

enlistment of which was stopped owing to cessation of hostilities, otherwise more than one thousand had 

already given their names, and even the younger son of our Founder, our present Imam's younger brother, 

had offered his services and he actually worked in the Transport Corps for six months.  

(Qadiani Community's Address to His Excellency Lord Reading, Viceroy of India, recorded in Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, Vol. IX, No. 1, 

dated 4th July, 1921.)  

36) On Friday the 25th of February, 1927, at 2.30 p.m., the Ahmadiyya Community's Deputation, which 

consisted of 29 persons, was presented to His Excellency Viceroy of India Lord at the Vice-regal Lodge, Delhi.  

When the members of the Deputation had been seated, His Excellency the Viceroy came along and shook 

hands with the Head of the Deputation, Chowdhry Zafrullah Khan, and occupied his own chairs. With the 

Viceroy were his Private Secretary and Aide-de-camp who also took their seats. Chowdhry Zafrullah Khan 

read the address. 

(Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, Vol. 14. NO. 7, dated 8th March, 1927.)  

QADIANI ESPIONAGE SERVICES TO THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT  

37)  As, for instance, at the time of the foundation of an Ahmadia building a few years ago, when the 

German Minister of Education participated, an accusation was levelled against him that he had demonstrated 

his relations with a community of British spies and the Ministry called upon him to explain his conduct.  



 

(Qadiani Community's Address which the Elders of the Qadiani Community presented to His Excellency Lord Reading, the Viceroy of 

India, at Delhi on the 26th of March, 1934. Recorded in Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, vol. 21, No. 118. dated 2nd April. 1924 A.D.) 

38) We render such services to the Government that even people drawing salaries of five thousand 

rupees a month can hardly render.  

(Irshade of Mian Mahmood Ahmad, Caliph of Qadian, recorded in Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, Vol. 17, Page 76, dated 1st April, 1930 A.D.) 

39) Our men were killed in Kabul only for this, that they were opposed to Jehad. An engineer of Italy who 

was a servant of the Government of Afghanistan has clearly written that Amir Habibullah had Sahebzada 

Abdul Lateef murdered for the reason that he was dismembering Muslims with his teachings against Jehad. 

Thus we have sacrificed our lives to save the lives of the English.  

(Khutbae Juma Mian Mahmood Ahmed Khalifa of Qadian, recorded in Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, Vol. 22, No. 54, dated 1st November, 

1834 A.D.)  

40) We did not know what the cause of Hazrat Sahebzada Abdul Lateef Saheb Shahid martyrdom was. 

We heard different rumours about it but we had no convincing information. After a long time, we found, by 

chance, a book in the Library which, after its publication, had become rare.  

The author of that book is an Italian engineer who held a responsible position in Afghanistan. He writes that 

Sahehzada Abdul Lateef Saheb was murdered for this, that owing to him the spirit of the Afghan would have 

been weakened and British influence would predominate… 

This statement of the author of this book is convincing for the reason that he was a Courtier of Afghanistan 

and also for the reason that he used to hear most of the things from Ministers and Princes and then write 

them. From the story of such a story-teller this matter becomes conclusively proved that if Sahebzada had sat 

silent and had not uttered a word against Jehad, the Government of Afghanistan had not felt the necessity of 

executing him.  

(Mian Mahmood Ahmed Khalifa of Qadian’s Friday Sermon. recorded in Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, Vol. 22, No, 31, dated 6th August, 

1945 A.D.)  

41)  The Home Minister in the Government of Afghanistan had published the following statement:- 

Two persons of Kabul, Mulla Abdul Haleem Chahar Asyaie and Mulla Noor Ali, shopkeeper, were attracted to 

Qadiani beliefs and were instructing people in that belief and were beguiling them from the path of 

righteousness.  

The democrats were excited over this movement of theirs and filed a suit. The result of this was they were 

proved guilty and were lynched to death by the masses on Thursday the 11th of Rajab.  

There was a long-standing complaint against them and they had been found in possession of letters of 

conspiracy against the safety of the Afghanistan Government from which it is proved that these people had 

sold themselves into the hands of the enemies of Afghanistan. Further particulars of this event will be 

published later after further investigation.  

(Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, vol. 12, No. 96, dated 3rd March, 1925.)  

42)  America, which at one time the German Agents had strained every nerve to instigate against English 

Government, there, too, it was Ahmadis only, who refuted their ideas with a reading of the literature of their 

own community which contained praises of the English.  



 

(Mian Mahmood Khalifa of Qadian, Friday Sermon recorded in Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, Vol. 23, No. 31, dated 6th August, 1925 A.D.) 

43)  In such circumstances when people had an impression that Ahmadis are agents of the British Nation, 

the majority of educated people were not prepared to listen to us. They understood that we make propaganda 

in the name of religion but are in reality agents of the English.  

(Mian Mahmood Khalifa of Qadian. Friday Sermon recorded in Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, Vol. 23, No. 31. dated 6th August, 1935 A.D.) 

44) Dr. Syed Mahmood, who is now the Secretary of the Congress, once visited Qadian and told us that 

when Pundit Nehru returned from his journey to Europe, one of the very first things that he mentioned after 

coming out of the train at the station was that he had learnt this lesson, that if we want to weaken 'he English 

Government, we must first weaken the Ahmadiyya Community.  

The meaning of it was that thought the Ahmadiyya Community is the representative and agent of the English.  

(Mian Mahmood Ahmed Khalifa of Qadian. Friday Sermon recorded in Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, Vol. 23, No. 31, dated 6th August, 1935 

A.D.)  

45) One thing is necessary to convey to you at once, and I want to say it now, and it is this, that the 

relation the Ahmadiyya Community has with the British Government is distinct from the relations of any 

other community. Our circumstances are such that the interests of the Government and our own 

interests have been identified.  

With the progress of the British Government we also have had an opportunity to advance, and God forbid if 

any harm should come to it, we cannot remain safe from that injury.  

Therefore, under the orders of Shariat of the Islam of Hazrat Promised Messiah (On Whom be Peace), i.e. 

Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, and for the protection of our own interests, now that the war is on, it is the duty of our 

Ahmadiyya Community that It should assist the Government in every possible manner.  

(Proclamation of Mian Mahmood Ahmed Khalifa of Qadian, written in Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian. Vol. 6, No. 8, dated 27th July, 1918 A.D.)  

46) Our Imam, the promised Messiah (Mirza Ghulam Ahmad), who had predicted this war, has instructed 

us that we should consider the unhappiness of the Government as unhappiness. Therefore those of our 

Ahmadi Soldiers fighting the enemies of Britain on the French soil are lifting the sword, bearing in mind the 

injunction of our dear Imam with this conviction, that obeying the orders of Promised Messiah is obedience to 

the orders of Prophet Muhammad (S.A.W.W.) and paradise lies under the shadow of the sword lifted in 

obedience. (1) So this war will be auspicious and effective for people of Islam, God willing. 

(Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, Vol. 2, No. 57, dated 27th October, 1914 A.D.) 

(1) To wield the sword in support of Britain in Qadiani Jehad for he has been ordained. To lift the sword for the defence of Islam is a 

crime and unlawful. 

47)  Hazrat Promised Messiah (Mirza Ghulam Ahmad) says: “I am the Promised Mehdi and the 

Government of Britain is that sword of mine against which these Ulemas are of no avail. Now pause and 

consider why we Ahmadis should not rejoice over this victory. Be it Iraq, Arabia or Syria, we wish to see the 

flash of our sword everywhere!  

At the time of the conquest of Baghdad, our armies entered from the East. Just see at what a time this victory 

has been reported. Our British Government that invaded Bussorah and, collecting men from all nations, sent 

them towards it. The movers of that in reality were those angels of God whom He sent for the assistance of 



 

this Government at His appointed time so that they should induce the minds of the people to it and they 

should be ready to help it in every possible way.  

(Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, Vol. 6, No. 42, dated 7th December, 1918 A.D.)  

48)  In conquering Iraq, the Ahmadis shed their blood and, on my motion, hundreds of persons enlisted 

and went forth.   

(Sermon of Mian Mahmood Ahmed Khalifa of Qadian, recorded in Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, Vol. 11, No. 17, dated 31st August, 1923 

A.D.) 

MUSLIM LEAGUE AND THE QADIANIS  

49)  We remember that the real Reformer of Muslims and the True Guide of the World Hazrat Masihe 

Mavood and Mehdi Akheruzzaman Alaihissalaam, when Muslim League was mentioned before him, he (Mirza 

Ghulam Ahmad) expressed displeasure at it. Can such a thing which the Chosen of God and Ordained dislikes, 

be beneficial and blissful for Muslims? No, never.  

Even now, if the Muslims at all care for their real profit and loss, they should abstain from such useless 

activities, the result of which can give them neither temporal nor spiritual benefit.  

We ask you: For so many years this imitation of National Congress has been going on what have the Muslims 

gained thereby? (Thanks Allah they have gained Pakistan where the Qadianis saved their lives after being 

turned out from India. --Editor) 

(Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, Vol. 3. No. 78, dated 8th January, 1916 A.D.)  

50)  You should also bear this in mind that when Huzur Secretary of State visits India, this matter should 

be brought to his notice, that the interests of the Ahmadiyya Community and British Government are inter-

related the Promoters of Home Rule Movement and their Supporters have become enemies of the Ahmadiyya 

Community on account of the latter's refusal to recognise Jehad and the Turkish Khilafat. Therefore, 

considering the loyalty of the Ahmadiyya Community, proper arrangements for the protection of the 

Ahmadiyya Community be made before any measures are adopted for Self-Government. (1) 

(Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, Vol. 5, No. 25, dated 25th September, 1917 A.D.)  

(1) In the light of this request, is there any secret agreement made between the British and Pakistan Governments that the Foreign 

Minister (Chowdhry Zafarullah Khan) of the Pakistan Government be positively a Qadiani and some key post remain in the Qadiani 

hands, so that they may continue their programme of working for the British Government. —Editor.  

51)  This matter is becoming clear like broad daylight that in reality the British Government is a shield 

under which the Ahmadiyya Community is advancing further and further. Put aside this shield and see what a 

deadly shower of poisoned arrows rains over your heads. Our interests have been identified with this 

government and the ruin of this Government is our ruin and the progress of this Government is our progress.  

(Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, Vol. 111, No. 51, dated 19th October, 1915.)  

QADIANI AMBITIONS  

52)  Government we have none so that we can forcibly reform these people, and, like Hitler and 

Mussolini, exile from the country anyone disobeying our orders, or deal exemplary punishment to anyone 

that is not prepared to listen to our talk or to carry it out. Did we have Government, we would have achieved 

these results in one day.  



 

(Mian Mahmood Ahmed Khalifa’s Speech, recorded in Newspaper Al Fazl Qadian, Vol. 22. No. 279, dated 2nd June, 1936.)  

The foregoing quotations have been taken from the writings and of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, his son, and his 

associates and followers. In the light of these quotations, readers of this article will now be in a position to 

judge the relationship between the founder of the Ahmadia creed, his son, associates and followers, and the 

then British Government, and thus condemn their mischievous and destructive teachings and propaganda.  

------------------------------------------------- 

 


